






.... - in any way, but place no more than
: ;,er city. 

ching for Enemy Spies. Immediate
. a ter re-arranging your police, you 

earch for enemy spies in every city 
_ -�ining your police and one or more 

emy spies. Announce which enemy 
:--_ you are searching for first, if there is 
- :-e than one in a city. You and your

nent privately compare the strength
·· your police (both police combined if
-e-e are 2 in the city) and the enemy

-.-. If your police strength is greater, the
::;)· is immediately captured. If the spy's
-·-ength is greater or the same, the
:�ch has no effect. Your police can

-ch once per turn for each.enemy spy
- any city containing your police. Note:

.: y can avoid a strength comparison
- .• laying a Papers or Escape chit.

pcure and Counterspies. You can cap
-e a spy as a result of a search in which

police strength is greater than the 
-r:· (provided the strength comparison

-or evaded by a Papers or Escape
·: . You can also capture an enemy spy

a counterspy. Whenever a spy 
- overs a secret that you control and

secret is a counterspy, make a
. -ength comparison by looking at the 

y spy's strength. If the counterspy 
s:ronger, the enemy spy is captured; if 
e enemy spy is as strong or stronger, 

-e ounterspy has no effect. Whatever
-e- outcome of the strength com-

:-.,:ison, remove the counterspy from
: "J-- Place any spy you capture on your

e and Victory Record under the Year 
- ";\·hich it was captured. Note that cap
..::-ed spies can return to play by an

-=-�pe chit. If one of your spies is cap
...:-ed by a counterspy in a neutral coun

---:-·. place that spy in the Spies Captured
- �eutral Countries box, not on the

e and Victory Record.

loving Your Spies. After you have 
ched for enemy spies, you can move 

ur spies. Each spy can move a max
� m of 5 spaces per turn, and each city 
: sea zone entered counts as a space 

- ,·ed. You can move a spy by rail lines,
- lines, and/or sea. A spy can move

_ ng any combination of routes up to 

the maximum of 5 total spaces per turn. 
Move a spy to sea from a port to a ship 
symbol in the same sea zone; move a spy 
by sea from the ship symbol in one sea 
zone to the ship symbol in an adjoining 
sea zone; move a spy from sea from a 
ship symbol to a port in the same sea 
zone. A spy cannot end its movement at 
sea. You must finish moving one spy 
before you begin moving another. 

Controlling Secrets. A secret that is still 
in play is always in one of three states: 
l. You control it: You have a police
piece or spy on top of it, guarding it.
2. It is uncontrolled: No player has a
police piece or spy on top of it.
3. It is enemy-controlled: Some other
player has a police piece or spy on top
of it.
A secret is no longer in play once one of
your spies, who controls the secret, has
moved it to your capital city and cashed
it in. When you cash in a secret, you im
mediately get 20£ and an Action chit,
and the secret is placed in your Time and
Victory Record under the Year you cash
ed it in. Secrets are divided into two
broad categories, depending on how
they began the game:
1. Original secret: A secret that began
the game in your home territory.
2. Foreign secret: A secret that began
the game in a neutral country or another
player's home territory.
A secret's category never changes,
regardless of its control state. You may
cash in only foreign secrets during the
game. Your original secrets can be plac
ed on your Time and Victory Record on
ly under all of the following conditions:
1. It is the end of the game
2. They are in your home territory
3. They are not enemy-controlled
(whether you control them or not).
You receive no money or Action chits
for original secrets cashed in; you re
ceive only the Victory Points indicated
on the Time and Victory Record. To 
control a foreign secret, you must al
ways play a Discovery chit and, if suc
cessful, place the spy who has made the
discovery on top of the secret. To con
trol one of your original secrets, that is
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